Under-12 Boys Championship

Sockers FC Chicago Strong
All-Around Play Leads To Title

U12 Boys Champions: Sockers FC Chicago White
(Names listed alphabetically) Cesar Alba, Landon Albert,
Peter Campbell, Michael Chang, Jack Cooney, Lee Gualano,
Alex Herrera, Tom Kocela, Eric Leonard, John Moderwell,
Francesco Moore, Spencer Moore, Noah Raswanski,
Adrian Remeniuk, Kyle Thompson Coach: Ahmed Gad

U12 Boys Finalists: Chicago Blast Red
(Names listed alphabetically) Trace Bareck, Jim Barkei,
Michael Catalano, Adrian Diaz, Alec Edstrom,
Oscar Flores-Delpilar, Luca Giovine, Troy Good, Austen
Johnson, Erick Karkut, Joe, Keane, Peter Kokinis, Michael
Mayer, Sean McCaffrey, Matt Quaas, Michael Ruminski,
Thomas Schmidt; Coaches: Milos Mamula & Aleks Mihailovic

Michael Garofola
Special To Illinois Youth Soccer

Goals from Cesar Alba and Noah Raswanski put Sockers
FC Chicago firmly in the drivers seat, and a stifling defensive effort helped defeat an undermanned Chicago Blast
Red side in a 4-0 victory Sunday afternoon at Sportscore 2
in Rockford.
Alba broke through at 21 minutes following a terrific effort
from Raswanski and teammate Spencer Moore who
carved out the opportunity for Alba after moving the ball
swiftly and sharply from right to left before an easy touch
past Blast keeper Jim Barkei.
4 minutes later, Raswanski, showing marvelous patience
for the age-level, one-timed a perfectly placed pass from
Francesco Moore from the right side to make it 2-0.
"The (defender) tried to (body) me up, but I was able to
get free and just poke it past the keeper," said Raswanski,
who would team up with Alba once again in the 48th
minute to give the Sockers an important 3-goal advantage.
"Even though the Blast were playing with just 11 players
today, we knew if this match stayed 2-0, and they scored

to make it 2-1, we would become a real dangerous opponent after that," began Sockers coach Ahmed Gad.
"Credit the Blast because they played with a lot of pride
and heart even when it became 4-0, and credit their coach
(Milos Mamula) for getting so much effort for a team that
played short-handed the entire tournament."
"We lost 3-4 players just before State Cup began, so
making it all the way into this final says a lot about this
team," Mamula would say.
Mamula's back-line of Adrian Diaz, Thomas Schmidt and
Michael Ruminski were gallant all throughout in front of its
keeper Barkei, but on this day it was too much Alba and
Raswanski up top and a Sockers club which did well to
possess and run for most of the 70 minutes of soccer.
Landon Albert would find the back of the net at 56 minutes
when a loose ball would find his left-foot before unloading
from 22 yards.

Under-12 Girls Championship

Late Charge Earns Sockers FC
State Championship

U12 Girls Champions: Sockers FC Chicago
(Names listed alphabetically) Erin Bailey, Rosalia Baldo,
Alexa Ben, Taylor Fuderer, Gina Giancola, Lauren Gierman,
Morgan Harris, Tori Iatarola, Allison Ingham, Alexander Kiotis,
Emilee Mitchell, Meredith Mottonen, Natalia Pena,
Maria Petrillo, Mary Rose Pettenuzzo, Sara Putwen,
Mallory Richardson, Jessica Schmidt; Coach: Ahmed Gad

U12 Girls Champions: Team Chicago Man-U
(Names listed alphabetically) Abigail Banks, Kristen Dodson,
Melanie Domek, Brittany Elsbury, Heather Handwork,
Jenna Kentgen, Kaela Leskovar, Abigail Mazur, Anna McClowry,
Tracey McCoy, Sophie Pohl, Kelsey Pruett, Talise Romain,
Kelly Shugh, Kathryn Stutesman, Madison Thielson;
Coaches: Barry Briggs & Jim Shugh

Michael Garofola
Special To Illinois Youth Soccer

Lauren Gierman led the fightback for Sockers FC to help coach
Ahmed Gads' club earn a 2-1 victory over Team Chicago Man U
Sunday morning in Rockford and capture the under 12 girls
State Cup championship trophy.
Man U would surprise the eventual champs when it struck first in
the 22nd minute, then see the Sockers on a Gierman PK at 45
minutes draw even, before a spectacular second-goal from the
Sockers MF became the difference maker.
It was apparent from the onset that both teams featured plenty
of talent from the back-forward, including up top were Man U
would target the duo of Kristen Dodson and Kaela Leskovar,
while their opponent looked to the hard-running Mary Rose Pettenuzzo and Rosalia Baldo.
The Sockers started brightly enough, and for the most part had
the better run of play for the first quarter as Gierman and her
mates in the middle won balls, distributed and tackled to frustrate its opponents attack.
Talise Romain's hit a well-struck free-kick on frame at 11 minutes which required Sockers' keeper Morgan Harris to pay attention too.. and Gierman would counter with her own over the bar
at 10 minutes, but it was a low blast from Alexa Ben which registered the best chance to score as Man U keeper Madison Thielson was forced to stop at the near post.

Kelsey Pruett gave Man U its only lead when she finished a
Leskovar helper to the left side.
"We struggled at the beginning, but were able to overcome our
rough start to get a lead and give the Sockers a good match, but
(they) had a little too much for us in the second half," offered
Man U coach Rade Martinovic.
The Sockers went to 3 strikers up top after intermission, and almost immediatley they found more pace and energy which led
to the equalizer.
An unfortunate hand-ball in the box and subsequent red-card
booking not only left Man U down a player for the match, but a
resulting PK conversion from Gierman would give the Sockers a
huge momentum switch.
Gierman would hit a long-range free-kick from the left side, then
watch it curl into the far right corner to give the Sockers the lead
with 6 minutes left in regulation.
"I am so proud of the way this team played after we went (down)
a goal, yet didn't give up and worked so hard to get even and finally win the match," said Gad.
"These girls have trained all season to prepare for a match like
this, and against a team like (Man U) that plays so hard for 70
minutes. Today you saw all of the effort and extra training pay off
in the end."

Under-13 Boys Championship

Elgin Pumas Become First Hispanic
Based Club To Win State Cup

U13 Boys Champions: Elgin Pumas
(Names listed alphabetically) Alfaro Andres, Daniel Arteaga,
Alberto Bustamante, Jonathan Castillo, Jose Cazares,
Miguel Conejo, Bryan Contreras, Antonio Escamilla,
Michael Gomez, Angel Gutierrez, Erwin Hernandez,
Wasilewski Kacper, Giovanny Rocha, Erik Rodrgiuez,
Noe Zarate; Coaches: Aurelio Castillo & Thomas Cahue

U13 Boys Finalists: Chicago Wind National
(Names listed alphabetically) Kyle Collins, Evan Cudone,
Zack Fischman, Rogelio Gonzalez, Tyler Hansler, Yacir Herrera,
Jose LaBoy, Isidro Leon, Aleksi Pelkonen, Jason Santos,
Craig Scott, Raul Soto, Jack Temcio, Charlie Versen;
Coach: Santiago Rubio

Michael Garofola
Special To Illinois Youth Soccer

Elgin Pumas marched its way into State Cup history when
it delivered a spectacular second-half performance to defeat Chicago Wind Nationals 5-1 and capture the under-13
boys championship trophy.

all throughout the match and were sent sky-ward during its
big second-half.

A famous victory, Pumas becomes the first-ever State Cup
champion from a Hispanic based club in Illinois after a
simply stunning display by a rampant Pumas attack which
exploded for all their goals after the break, including 4
goals in a span of just 7 minutes.

The cauldron of passion and love of this sport, which
sparked Pumas all throughout this tournament as it defeated perenial power-house clubs such as the Chicago
Magic (4-2) in the semi-finals... was still stirring after the
opening whistle.. and caused an incredible pace and energy from both sides to provide a lively bit of play.

"It's hard to put into words the impact (this)championship
will make on both the players (here) on this club today,
and for the rest of our club in the near future," said a proud
Pumas head coach Aurelio Castillo, who was given a tradional Gatorade shower to celebrate not only this victory,
but also his birthday.
"I am not sure if today's achievement will sink (in) for any
of the boys that are here today, but when it does, they will
realize how important this victory (is) to both them and our
club."
Pumas would finally reward its remarkable army of fans,
which would cheer, chant and encourage its favorite club

However, getting to that point of magic took some doing.

Wind keeper Tsidro Leon saved several during the first
half hour of play, including a series of impressive stops
against Jose Cazares at 12 minutes and Erik Rodriguez in
the 29th minute.
As the first-half progressed, the trio of Antonio Escamilla,
Wasilewski Kacper and Angel Guiterrez began to take
over the match from the halfway line, and if not for the
aforementioned Leon and a hard-working Wind back-line
of Jason Santos, Zach Fischman and Tyler Hansler,
Pumas may have found the back of the net sooner than
later.
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"We knew we were capable of scoring, and scoring in
bunches, but it just took us more time than we thought,"
said Pumas Jose Cazares.
Just minutes after intermission, Cazarres would prove to
be a profit.
Erik Rodriguez would unload a missile from 20 yards in
which Leon had little chance to turn away.. but moments
later.. the Wind would draw even, briefly, when Jose
LaBay struck a nice low ball into the far inside netting.
After that, it was all Pumas.
Unable to contain a revved up attack, the Wind could only
watch as first Escamilla (50th minute), and teammates Alfaro Andres, Cazares, then Escamilla once again would
out do the other with one superb strike after another.
"After we drew even, we had a chance to scored again,
but didn't," offered Wind head coach Santiago Rubio.
"The (timing) of those 2-3 quick goals put us in a tough
spot, we were probably felt the effects of having played an

extra-long semi-final the day before. All that, and a very
strong Pumas team was a little too much for us."
Jonathan Castillo would finish things off when he coverted
a PK opportunity just after the hour mark.
"We all realize how important (it) was to win a State Cup
championship for our (Pumas) club, and the players and
our families," Escamilla would say just before joining his
teammates and coach Castillo to except their trophy.
"This is a big step forward for our club, because we've always brought and developed players from within our
recreation league to fill our rosters throughout all of our
age groups," Castillo would say.
"A win like (this) will help us bring other kids into the club
to help strengthen all of our teams."
"Today is such a proud day because I look at all of these
families (here) who are sharing this victory and dream
we've all had and they need to be congratulated (too) because of the dedication and sacrifice they've had to make
in order for these kids to succeed."

Under-13 Girls Championship

Mursuli Leads Eclipse To Win
In Penalty Shoot-Out

U13 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select

U13 Girls Finalists: NSA Premier Fireballs

(Names listed alphabetically) Alyssa Altosino, Mollie Dalton,
Evan Fencik, Abigayle Gearing, Erin Holland, Meegan Johnston,
Bari Kesner, Cory Levels, Casey May, Fiona McKenna,
Jenna Miller, Kara Morway, Cristina Mursulia, Samantha
Powers, Michelle Prokof, Caroline Pyzdrowski,
Maja Romanovic, Katherine Treankler; Coaches: Meghan
Dames & Sarah Uyenishi

(Names listed alphabetically) Rachele Armand, Caroline Casas,
Karla DiJohn, Jaclyn Galbreath, Megan Geldernick, Zoey Goralski, Bridget Hillsman, Kelsey Hjorth, Madison Hulsman, Kayla
Knoll, Elisa Ordonez, Megan Ross, Samantha Roth, Summer
Schafer, Hannah Smith, Jillian VanKampen, Angela Widlacki;
Coaches: Rade Martinovic & James Tonner

Michael Garofola
Special To Illinois Youth Soccer

Cristina Mursuli was the hero for Eclipse as they advanced from
a penalty shoot-out with NSA Select and atop the podium en
route to the u-13 Girls State Cup title Sunday in Rockford.
After 90 minutes of goal-less soccer, this match was left to keepers Mursuli and Megan Geldernick of NSA who were thrown into
the spotlight just by the nature of their position on the pitch.
Mursuli would emerge in the 7th round after teammate Samantha
Powers would convert from the spot past Geldernick who made
the initial glove save to her right.
Mursuli, who responded in spectacular fashion to turn away
Bridget Hillsman in round 1, then Zoey Goralski two rounds later
to help the Eclipse build a 3-1 cushion.. saved the best for last
when she somehow was able to reach back to her right, while in
the air and turn away Hannah Smith to seal the victory.
"I was guessing on each PK today," said a modest Mursuli, careful not to give away any secrets on her goal-stopping effort during the shoot-out session.
"I was kind of thinking we might go to shoot-out, and was looking forward to being in a pressure situation to decide the match."
Both sides boasted quality in its attack, however this match appeared to be destined to its eventual ending as it was the backline of each club which would make its presence felt, particularly
NSA which called upon the quartet of Casas, Rachele E Armand,
Angela Widlacki and Hannah Smith to work much harder than
usual.

Eclipse' confidence began to grown in the closing stages of the
first-half and it would result in a free-kick from Michelle Prokof
which would find the woodwork, and consecutive corners just
before intermission.
After the break, Eclipse would continue its dominance, however
would fail to generate any quality chances in close to test
Geldernick as the aforementioned NSA defense would stay
strong through it all, while holding its breathe when Prokop went
wide at 49 minutes in close.
Geldernick was called upon just before regulation ended to stop
Evan Fencik near the spot.. that was all either side would muster
from that point and all throughout two, 10-minute overtime periods.
When things looked bleak for NSA during shoot-out, Geldernick
stopped back-to-back attempts while teammates Armand and
Summer Shafer converted to make it 3-3.
Meegan Johnston would give the Eclipse the lead, but Casas
would answer afterward to give way for Mursuli.
"NSA was an athletic, well-trained club which on such a poor turf
as (today's) probably worked to its advantage and not ours,"
began Eclipse head coach Megan Dames.
"We're very athletic (too), and very skilled on the ball, and we
struggled to find our our pace. But leave it up to Cristina. She is
our emotional leader, and it seemed only fitting that would come
through in the end to help us get the victory.

Under-14 Boys Championship

Lojek, Martinez & Defense Lead
Magic To U14 Boys Title

U14 Boys Champions: Chicago Magic
(Names listed alphabetically) Conor Bartuch, Elliot Borge,
Conor Condon, Lucas Thabeed, Tyler Hickey, Brian Hindle,
Hunter Hollingshead, Daniel Lojek, Alberto Martinez, Antony
Meza, Hunter Miller, Jerrin Moore, Tanner Planck, Kyle Purtell,
Lenin Roa, Antonio Schneider, Jonathan Stevens; Coach:
Nathan Pitcock

Daniel Lojek and Alberto Martinez each recorded a goal and assist, in
leading the Chicago Magic to a 3-0 win over Eclipse Select to win the
Illinois State Cup Under-14 Boys Championship.
“Lojek and Martinez were very good on the wings,” said Magic coach
Nathan Pitcock. “Not only did they cause problems for the Eclipse when
they were able to get defenders isolated, they also demonstrated
tremendous discipline by getting back and doing the dirty work on defense.”
The Magic tool a a 1-0 lead in the 16th minute when Lojek scored off a
free kick. From then on the remained of the first half was a battle for
momentum and scoring opportunities as much of the game was played
at midfield.
The strong defensive efforts on both sides continued in the second half
and a momentum changing save by Magic goalkeeper Hunter Hollinghead on an Eclipse breakaway, prevented the game from getting tied at
ones and turning the game in the Magic’s favor.
‘In the second half Eclipse came out determined to change the game
by playing more through the midfield with quick combinations,” Pitcock
said. “Our defense held strong and with the exception of the one breakaway, we were able to break-up the Eclipse attack before it resulted in
any real clear chances on goal.”

U14 Boys Finalists: Eclipse Select
(Names listed alphabetically) Ruben Chavez, Drew Conner, Eduardo Cuautle, Tyler Davis, Blake Erwin, Brett Erwin, Bret
Hilderbrandt, Ethan Jendrzejczyk, Nicholas Karayannis,
Michael Maley, Brian McLean, Charlie Oliver, Kenny Orjioke,
Mitch Reavis, Cody Russell, Andrew Smith, Matthew Switzer,
Cody Witkowski; Coaches: Tom Zec & Marc McElligott

Seizing the momentum gained from Hollinghead’s save, Martinez found
Hunter Miller with a perfectly placed ball off a quick counter attack in
the 43-minute. Two minutes later the combo of Martinez and Lojek
would give the Magic a 3-0 lead when Martinez knocked a diving
header to the back of the net off a Lojek corner.
“These two goals in quick succession seemed to take all the wind out of
the Eclipse which had been energized at the start of the second half,”
Pitcock said.
According to Pitcock this game, which required both technical skill and
football toughness, was a perfect summary of how his team made it
through the 2008 State Cup tournament and earned the title.
“This team was able to win the state title because they are able to balance soccer skill and savvy, with raw athleticism and gritty toughness,”
Pitcock said. “There were moments over the course of the tournament
were great soccer was required and moments were sheer physical
dominance and mental toughness was required. It is a credit to this
team that they were able to come up with the required response in
each situation.”

Under-14 Girls Championship

Early Goals Send NSA Premier
Fury To Regionals

U14 Girls Champions: NSA Premier Fury

U14 Girls Finalists: Sockers FC

(Names listed alphabetically) Mogba A. Agboola, Amanda Alberts, Kelsey Allen, Alexandra Beck, Jessica Bronke, Shannon
Bushman, Catherine Caniglia, Hunter Drendel, Jordan Ginther,
Jennifer Korn, Courtney McHugh, Paige Nitz, Christina Ordonez, Paige Silver, Alexandra Stratta, Zoe Swift, Amy Tadla,
Madeline Thompson; Coach: Rade Martinovic

(Names listed alphabetically) Sam Bathurst, JEssica Bean,
Haleigh Boatright, Dani Callanan, Somer Druszkowski, Corinne
Harris, Emily Hattle, Kate Johnson, Lauren Kelly, Sophie
Meskis, Teig Palmateer, Cassidy Sherman, Carianne Sobey,
Rachel Stellfox, Cecilia Urquiza, Kate Vendrely, Ali Zorica;

Michael Garofola
Special To Illinois Youth Soccer

An early strike from Zoe Swift, and second-half goals from
Courtney McHugh and Christina Ordonez put NSA Premier Fury in control en route to a 3-0 victory over Sockers
FC in the under-14 girls State Cup final Sunday afternoon
at Sportscore 2 in Rockford.
Swift put NSA in front to stay at 14 minutes when, on the
turn, she lashed home a low drive in close.
The strike came after a wonderful quarter hour of soccer
NSA was able to open with, which included terrific pace up
front, and a strong, workmanlike effort in the middle led by
Mogba Agboola, Amy Tadia and Jessica Bronke.
This trio helped imprison the Sockers attack, which on this
day, was unable at a level its coach, Greg Muhr has seen
and been most proud of all season long.
"Just one of those days," began Muhr. "We didn't play as
well as we can, and we have, but the (size) of NSC, especially in the middle was a little intimidating (today) and had
a huge effect on the way we played."

Entering this match, the Sockers had outscored its opponents 10-1, a shining example of the work its back-line of
Alison Schmalz, Katie Naughton and Olivia Stastiuk had
recorded throughout this tournament in front of keeper
Brooke Schocker.
Schocker would do her part to keep her club within striking
distance when she stopped Madeline Thompson who had
a go at 54 minutes... and later when she rushed off her
line to discourage Catherine Caniglia who had been sent
through on the right side by Amanda Alberts.
NSA would began in confident fashion after the break, and
just a few minutes in, McHugh would make it 2-0, before
her teammate Ordonez would finish off the scoring.
"We typically are a side which moves the ball, which is a
great way to neutralize a team like NSC," said Muhr
"But we didn't do much of that today. We had a couple of
near misses, and beyond that, you've got to credit NSA
who played very well."

Under-15 Boys Championship

Weather Can Not Stop Fire Jrs.
First State Title Run

U15 Boys Champions: Chicago Fire Jrs. Red
(Names listed alphabetically) Christopher Alexander, Keegan
Balle, Peter Beasley, Jonathan Beavis, Jacob Brindle,
Will Butler, Joe Carlson, Zander Carpanzano, Drew DeLozier,
Sam Euler, Grant Fitzgerald, Tyler Gill, Sean Mogan,
Omel Perchatsch, Robert Rigg, John Rosenbaum, Horacio
Sanchez, Carson Swafford; Coaches: Matt Kirkpatrick & Trey
Bradberry

U15 Boys Finalists: Campton United
(Names listed alphabetically) Noah Anthony, Timothy Engel,
Nate Esler, Kyle Flores, Kevin Hilgart, Robert Johnson, Seamus
Kaminski, Nicholas Lutsch, Zachary Matuszak, Nathaniel
Pauer, Matthew Rasmussen, Eric Russell, Jordan Stallman,
Christopher Tomek, Dylan Tucker, Mitch Tyton, Brady Wahl;
Coach: Michael DesLauriers

Michael Garofola
Special To Illinois Youth Soccer

The Chicago Fire Juniors completed a dominate 2008
State Cup tournament after defeating Campton United 2-1
Sunday morning in Libertyville to capture the under-15
boys title.
The victory gave the club its first-ever State Cup trophy,
as they had to endure three seperate stoppages in play
due to adverse weather conditions which blew through the
Sports Complex, the first coming prior to the actual 8:00
a.m. kick-off, then later, when the two club had recorded
just 18 minutes of play.
"Today was just another example of how resilient this club
had been all season long," began a proud head coach
Matt Kirkpatrick.
"In our quarter-final match (vs. Eclispe) we were down 10, drew even, then in less than 10 minutes had a 4-1 lead
which we carried on through to get the victory."
"Today, the weather and soggy conditions helped neutralize our speed and quickness, but the guys never let down
and were able to get the win they had been looking forward to."

With so much attacking from both sides prior to the second rain-delay, spectators would hardly remember how
much rain fell on the pitch the previous evening.
Will Butler, Horacio Sanchez and Sean Morgan were
equally dangerous for the Fire as they weaved their way
through the Campton midfield with terrific pace to give the
eventual champs a clear advantage in the run of play.
For Campton, the hard-running and physical Christopher
Tomek was the target of his mates up top on most occasions, and it was the big front-runner who would create the
lone chance for Campton in the first-half when he was
hauled down inside the box at 33 minutes.
Kevin Hilgart sent Tomek through and forced the PK when
his zig-zag run at the top of the box required a tackle from
behind in order to stop a one-on-one with Fire keeper Sam
Euler.
Euler was unable to anything with a well-placed spot kick
from Campton's Timothy Engel who converted easily.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Eulers' counterpart, Nate Esler, kept his club in the match
with a superb save on a Jacob Brindle header, then again
when he quickly came off his line to punch a would-be
goal from Butler... but he was helpless to stop the equalizer which came just moments after the break.
Keegan Balle's arrival to the spot to unload a header off a
brilliant serve from Butler surprised Campton and provided
a much needed energy lift for the Fire from there on out.
"When we drew even it gave all of us a morale boost," admitted Balle.
Things would change near the hour mark when Grant
Fitzgerald was released up the center and in on Esler. The
Campton keeper would save point-blank brilliantly.. but in
the process give up a rebound inside his box.
While on a mission to retrieve the loose ball, Esler would
unfortunately take-down Fitzgerald, to give the Fire a PK
opportunity.

Balle would step-up and calmly send the ball into the
corner to give the Fire a 2-1 lead.
Campton struggled to regain its composure afterwards,
but when it did, looked capable of using a strong-wind at
its back and slippery conditions to get back into the match.
Despite the threat, the Fire, with its backline trio of Drew
DeLozier, Jon Rosenbaum and Balle staying strong
throughout, were able to help seal the victory and big trophy awarded afterwards.
"All during this season, we've been in control of our
matches, but today, even with our backs to the wall, we
were able to get it done," said Kirkpatrick.
"We had 7 new players on this team (this) year, and
(those) seven played with a lot of heart and intensity to
help all the others to celebrate this championship.

Under-15 Girls Championship

Dunaway’s Injury Time Goals
Seals Title For Eclipse

U15 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select

U15 Girls Finalists: Windy City Pride 39

(Names listed alphabetically) Nicole Amari, Muriel Battaglia,
Haley Cooper, Lindsey Daly, Kathleen Dunaway, Amanda Filian, Michele Giurovici, Sarah Gorden, Alexia Krause, Gabbi
McArtor, Sarah McClenahan, Carli Pappas, Kelly Price, Audrey
Rabushka, Ali Ragins, Carly Stevens, Georgia Waddle,
Georgiana Wagemann; Coach: Rory Dames

(Names listed alphabetically) Molly Abromitis, Abbey Anderson,
Stephanie Berryman, Kelsey Chetosky, Kristine Dorre, Kelsey
Holbert, Emily Johnson, Victoria Kappel, Kelly Lewers, Carson
Moesle, Sam Neil, Lauren Noonan, Megan Oyster,
Jenna Procter, Kim Rietveld, Emily Scott, Rebecca Sutton,
Katie Watt; Coaches: Ko Thanadabouth & Alina Alaimo

Michael Garofola
Special To Illinois Youth Soccer

Kathleen Dunaway sealed a historic victory Sunday afternoon in
Libertyville for Eclipse Select who defeated Windy City Pride 1-0
and give the Select a fourth-straight State Cup championship.
Dunaway was on the mark at 51 minutes after teammate Georgia Waddle created the helper when she took on a trio of defenders before finding Dunaway, who would go under the roof
from 10 yards to record the eventual game-winner.
Without two important players in our line-up (Audrey Rabushka,
Carly Pappas) this club was still able to score the game-winner
during injury time to win our semi-final match (vs. Metro United)
to help set-up today and a terrific victory for these girls," said
Eclipse head coach Rory Dames.
Dames' club would enjoy the better run of play for most of the 80
minutes on this day, however, despite the advantage, the match
provided plenty of entertaining play on both sides of the ball.
Megan Oyster, Katie Watt, Emily Scott and Kelsey Holbert were
a dynamic group in the Pride attack when given the opportunity
to find their touches along the way, but Eclipse captain Haley
Cooper and backline mates Amanda Filian and Sarah Gorden
tackled and defender smartly all throughout and did well to keep
nearly everything in front of them and keeper Nicole Amari.
"We just didn't let anything faze us out were the hardest working team out there today," said Cooper.

The Eclipse nearly made a breakthrough at 23 minutes when
Muriel Battaglia sent Waddle through on the right side, but Pride
keeper Victoria Kappel would save from 8 yards to keep the
match goal-less at intermission.
After the break, it was clear the Eclipse attack, run by midfielder
Georgiana Wagemann, who would find Gabi McArtor, Waddle
and Dunaway with regularity, who be too much for the Pride to
handle.
The quartet would provide for the Pride faithful on three occasions prior to the winning strike from Dunaway, as the aforementioned Kappel would turn a pair of attempts away, while a third,
this one a thumping header from Dunaway, would go wide just
before the Eclipse would take the lead.
"I was thinking about (shooting) when I got in close," admitted
Waddle, "but I dribbled (two) defenders and then found Kathleen."
Amari would stay low to smother a shot by Watt afterwards,
then turn a blast by Oyster around the post in the 76th minute to
help preserve the victory and shut-out as well.
"Today's win was for us, our coaches and the club," Waddle
would add.

Under-16 Boys Championship

Clutch PK Shooting Earns
Eclipse Boys Title

U16 Boys Champions: Eclipse Select
(Names listed alphabetically) Irving Castillo-Lopez, Kevin Fanning, Tim Grozier, Gordy Gurson, Kyle Gustafson, Miles Herbert, Roberto Hernandez, Derek Kappes, Cameron Legan,
Stefan Luetkenhans, Julian Montiel, Robert Nogle, Jesus Oseguera, Zachary Pearsall, Tony Salcedo, Shawn Singh;
Coaches: Marc McElligott, Mike Litvak & Mike Bristol

U16 Boys Finalists: Sockers FC Chicago White
(Names listed alphabetically) Kyler Albert, Jesus Alejos, Emilio
Benbassat, Chris Boswell, Erhan Caglayan, George Elliott,
William Farrell, Alex Hirota, Zach Hosler, Nick Janus, Steven
Johnson, Nick Lewytskyj, Kyle Mataloni, Petar Milenkovich,
Ruben Murguia, Joshua Pirahmadi, Timmy Rudnicki, Stephen
Walan; Coach: Nilton DaSilva

Chris Jamrozy
Illinois Youth Soccer

Goals late in the first half for both squads had this match looking as
if it would be an offensive juggernaut, but as the game wore on both
defenses tighted up preventing scoring in the second half and overtimes leaving the Under-16 Boys Illinois Cup Championship to be
decided on penalty kicks.
After Kevin Fanning converted on the first attempt for Eclipse, the
Sockers attempt missed wide left. Tony Salcedo, Kyle Gustafson,
Irving Castillo-Lopez and Miles Herbert converted on all of the
Eclipse attempts giving them a 5-3 penalty kick advantage and a 21 championship win.
“Taking PK's in a shootout is something we practice so I
felt confident that our shooters would execute well and they
certainly did so,” said Eclipse head coach Marc McElligott.
On the first possession of the game, the Sockers looked to set the
games pace by controlling the ball by building up play and switching
the point of attack but once the Eclipse gained possession the difference in style was easily noticeable as they looked to quickly attack Zach Hosler, the Sockers goalkeeper.
Hosler looked to offset the Eclipse quick striking offense by aggressively stepping outside the goalposts to prevent shots, this style almost backfired though as an Eclipse shot on their first possession
rolled past Hosler and looked to be a sure goal until Tim Rudnicki
was able to beat the ball to the goalline and poke it away, preserving the 0-0 tie.
The attacking Eclipse finally broke through as Jesus Oseguera’s

low line shot to the bottom right shot passed a diving Hosler to give
Eclipse a 1-0 lead at the 31 minute mark.
“I think all season long we have developed a very good
attacking shape and rhythm between our front five,” McElligott said. “Our two forwards Irving and Jesus have an excellent understand while Tony links very well with them in
particular. With Julian and Gordy also giving us very good
width. While Derek, Zach and Tim were very important in
their contributions as well.
On the next possession a foul gave the Sockers a free kick, which
Nick Janus took advantage of by lofting a ball above the wall and to
the top right of the goal past the outstretched fingers of the Eclipse
goalkeeper, Miles Herbert.
These two late first half goals would prove to be the last of both regulation and overtime leading to the penalty kicks that decided the
game.
“I felt throughout the game we defended well. Our shape
was good with Cameron, Kyle and Kevin on our back line.
While I felt our midfield screens Stefan and Shawn were
excellent,” McElligott said. “We got caught with a lack of
focus on their goal but otherwise our concentration and
shape was good and we had very few breakdowns. Roberto
and Robert over the course of the games have given us
some vital contributions here as well.
“The Sockers defended well and we had to really earn every
chance we created.”

Under-16 Girls Championship

Second Half Surge Leads
Eclipse To U16 Championship

U16 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select

U16 Girls Finalists: Windy City Pride 26

(Names listed alphabetically) Chelsea Grant, Nicole Aiello, Erin
Dees, Lynn Froetscher, Alexandra Heller, Kelsey Hough, Ariana
Kulinczenko, Vanessa Laxgang, Kecia Morway, Maggie Murnane, Kayla Paoulous, Christy Patterson, Erin Pekovitch,
Samantha Scofield, Lisa Thomas, Lindsey Thut, Katie Uyenishi,
Jackie Wynn; Coaches Rory Dames & Marcus Laxgang

(Names listed alphabetically) Caitlyn Bestwina, Brianna Clark,
MElanie Coderre, Steffie Condon, Molly Gaffney, Gabby Guido,
Lena Husayni, Allison Kaim, Emily Kowalzyk, Keri Kujawa,
Leah Manning, Katie Nasenbenny, Emily Oliver, Allie Osoba,
Courtney Ratz, Allison Roberson, Samatha Boyle, Lauren
Solomon; Coaches: Ko Thanadbouth & Nick Thanadabouth

Eclipse Select scored two goals in the first 4-minutes of the second half, helping to turn the momentum in their favor and lead them to the
Illinois State Cup title in the girls U-16 age division.
Christy Patterson scored 1-minute after halftme and Chelsea Grant added another tally 3 minutes later for the 2-0 advantage. Katie
Uyenishi skipped a one-hopper past past the Pride goalkeepr, Emily Oliver, to give the Eclipse a 3-0 lead in the 63rd minute.
MORE DETAILS TO COME

Under-17 Boys Championship

Early Goals Help FC Barrington
Hold On For Title Win

U17 Boys Champions: FC Barrington

U17 Boys Finalists: Ajax FC Red

(Names listed alphabetically) Fernando Alvarez, Luis Cabral,
Izzy Castro, Shawn Deacon, Marc Drouin, Frederico Estrada,
Jozy Franco, Kyle Held, David Hernandez, Danny Hinterlong,
Frankie Ingraffia, Noel Irion, Sebastian Kieruzal, Chris Klute,
Andrew Komnick, Ryan Mongone, Mike McCellen, Ata Ozbay,
Jack Valentine, Alex Walter; Coach: Stuart Peek

(Names listed alphabetically) Emerson Beck, Jason Beckus,
Riley Breese, Jaymie Bullard, Kurt Deichstetter, Bryan Forand,
Brandon Gongorek, Mike Gross, Mike Hogan, Tyler Kelley,
Zach Kovacevic, Sean Kuehne, Mitch Larva, Jerry Maddi, Gary
Sorich, Kevin Wyrostek, Ediz Yorulmazoglu.

A two goal lead heading in to the 70th minute for
Barrington FC proved to be too much of a deficit for Ajax
Red to overcome in the boys Under-17 Illinois State Cup
Championship match.

In the second half, Danny Hinterlong gave FC Barrington a
2-0 lead 46-minutes into the match.

Looking to offset the more physical play of Ajax, by using
their speed advantage, FC Barrington jumped out to a 1-0
lead when Luis Cabral found the back of the net at the 24
minute mark.
“Ajax was dictating the game with controlled possession
and we were chasing not getting quality possession, the
first goal made them force the plays a little quicker and
gave us some turn over opportunities to get the ball,” said
Barrington Head Coach Stuart Peek. “The first goal
changed the game as they were definitely in control early
on.”
The remainder of the first half become a battle for ball
control with both teams looking to gain an advant
age but both defenses held strong in front of goalkeepers
Sebastian Kieruzal and Tyler Kelley.
“Athletically we were quicker in certain areas, our forwards
are quick and hard to deal with, in the other areas they
nullified our speed as they were very well organized and
worked well as a team, “Peek said. “They closed us down
quickly before we could create space in 1v1 situations

Looking to get back into the game, Ajax increased the
pace of their attack and began to aggressively push forward. Their efforts were rewarded when Kurt Deichstetter
cut the lead in half with Ajax’s first score.
FC Barrington was not to be denied in their championship
run though, holding offer further Ajax offensive strikes,
Barrington was able to earn themselves a championship
trophy when Ata Ozbay connected for Barrington’s third
goal of the match and finalizing the 3-1 win in the 84th
minute.
“As the game became more physical during the crunch
stage later in game we showed good composure and actually our movement off the ball and possession increased,
that was a major turning point as we soaked up pressure
and scored on a counter attack goal to seal game,” Peek
said.
“This team has stuck together and done well for 3 seasons, this game and season they finally got some luck at
the right time, which all teams need. They truly deserve it
and I could not be prouder or happier for all the players involved.”

Under-17 Girls Championship

Eclipse Offensive Power Proves
Too Much For Metro United

U17 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select

U17 Girls Finalists: Metro United

(Names listed alphabetically) Lee Battaglia, Rachel Brown,
Libby Cooper, Leah Fortune, Alexa Gaul, Kellie Gavigan,
Alexandria Hall, Claire Hanold, Stephanie Iantorno, Haley
Krentz, Mary Kubiuk, Nicole Lipp, Heather Marik, Karissa Miller,
Rachel Quon, Bri Rodriguez, Carly Smith, Taylor Vancil;
Coaches: Mike Nesci & Rory Dames

(Names listed alphabetically) Brittney Dailey, Megan Deall,
Taelor Dietz, Kassandra Hartwick, Jordan Hendrickson,
Katelyn Hoffman, Michelle Huettner, Jennifer Humphrey,
Ashley Juravich, Allison Menchak, Emily Morris,
Maureen Nesbit, Megan Pawloski, Samantha Poteet, Kelli
Segobiano, Heidi Wickenhauser, Amy Wicks, Jacqueline Wirth
Coaches: Dale Shilly & Tony Segobiano

Eclipse Select offensive prowess was on full display in a
their win over Metro United in the Girls Under-17 State
Cup Championship Game.

As time winded down in the fist half, Mary Kubiak fired a
shot to the right of a the diving keeper, after receiving a
great set-up just inside the box after a strong individual run
by Quon from midfield

Eclipse got on the scoreboard early when Leah Fortune, a
member of the Brazilian U-17 National Team, popped a
ball over the head over the Metro goalkeeper following an
impressive run in which she manuvered past three Metro
defenders, 3-minutes into the contest.
Eclipse was able to keep the offensive pressure on Metro
for the rest of the contest because of the strong defensive
play of Kelli Gavigan, Nicole Lipp, Rachel Quon and
Heather Marik in front of goalkeeper Alexa Gaul, which
thwarted any offensive momentum gain for the team from
Springfield.
Haley Krentz made the score 2-0 in the 23rd minute when
she lined a shot to the top left of the goal after gaining
control of a loose ball.

Nicole Lipp continued the Eclipse scoring run knocking a
deflected shot to the back of the net, 3 minutes into the
second half.
Metro United’s Megan Pawloski seemed determined to ignite the stalled Metro offensive putting together impressive
runs and getting shots on goal but new Eclipse keeper
Taylor Vancil was able to preserve the shutout.
Karissa Miller added another goal at the 53rd minute and
Kubiak notched her second score of the game 73-minutes
into the game.

Under-18 Boys Championship

Shutout Win Gives FC United
Under-18 Boys Title

U18 Boys Champions: FC United Select

U18 Boys Finalists: ELA Premier

(Names listed alphabetically) Danny Ahlering, Brian Armstrong,
Sam Barden, Jeffrey Becker, Rafael De La Puenta, Andrew
Desmarais, Ross Dickinson, Robert Herman, Graham Heydt,
Ryan Keefe, Ricky Kolb, Paul McCool, Samuel Meyer, Christopher Olson, Steven Resnik, Jonathan Strunk, Anthony Valsamis, Brandon Watkins, Peter Zerbe; Coaches: Robert
Meschbach & Eric Kuehl

(Names listed alphabetically) Reid Bergstrom, Mario Cordova,
Ryan Duffey, Bobby Gas, Brett Harper, Zachary Khoshbin,
Edwin Lagunas, Ryan Loris, Andy Lynch, Brad McCurley,
Michael Messmer, Michael Morrison, Mike Osmera, Jeff Owens,
Justin Pennino, Tyler Raineri, Brady Rein, Erich Rojek, Jake
Schauer, Drew Wycoff; Coaches: Matty Hamnett & Bob Gas

Michael Garafolo
Special To Illinois Youth Soccer

An early strike from Anthony Valsamis, and second-half
goals from mates Sam Meyer and Ricky Kolb left FC
United firmly in control en route to a convincing 3-0 victory
over Ela Premier in the under-18 championship match of
the State Cup Sunday morning at Sportscore I in Rockford.
Following a near 2-hour delay due to heavy rains and dangerous lightning, tournament officials would cancel the rest
of the days play, making this contest the lone match of the
5 scheduled to be completed.
Valsamis put FC in front after just 14 minutes when he
lashed home from close range a well-placed free-kick
which eluded the Ela wall before kicking off the near post
and past a helpless Erich Rojek, the Ela keeper.
"It's always important to be the first to score in a match
like this one," offered FC striker, and Western Michigan
University bound-Sam Meyer (New Trier), who would
score after the break and lend a helper on Kolb's late
strike.
"It's a good way to (start) a match, and we were able to
build some momentum from (it), which allowed us to (then)

go about playing our game and being able to control the
ball."
Meyer and teammate Ross Dickson for long spells in this
match, would prove to be too much for Ela to handle in its
own end as the duo showed plenty of pace and energy
while weaving their way in and around the 18-yard box.
While Ela was able to soak-up much of the pressure both
Meyer and Dickson would incur.. it was the workmanlike
effort from Chris Olson and captain Danny Ahlering in the
middle of the park which would swing the run of play firmly
in the hands of the eventual champs for most of the first
half.. and well into the second-half when FC was dominate.
"We struggle to find a way to play effectively when an opponent (like) Ela will play over-the-top and not through its
midfield very much," began FC United head coach Robert
Meschbach.
"But we held up pretty well (through) it all, our guys were

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

steady in the midfield, and we did a lot of the little things
very well to gain the advantage in the end."
One of the 'little things' Meschbach would refer to would
be set-piece opportunities, in which the aforementioned
Valsamis would finish on.. as well as his club's ability to
take away those same chances by its opponent when
given them.
FC keeper Graham Heydt was sharp off his line all matchlong to catch a handful of sharply struck free-kick serves
off the left boot of Ela defender Jake Schauer.. including a
looping ball from the left touchline which hit the back post
at 37 minutes.
This attempt would culminate, what would be, Ela's best
showing of the match.
"Ela (pushed) us in the last 15 minutes of the first half, but

that was about it from them," Meyer would say.
Unable to target, and find IHSA all-state striker Edwin Lagunas (Carmel) up top, the Ela attack was reduced to
chasing the FC back-line which kept everything in front of
them, and re-starting its own attack through the midfield.
A terrific individua piece of work by Dickson near the corner flag forced a terrible blunder by an Ela defender... and
Meyer the chance to use a hint of a touch to chip Rojek to
make it 2-0 at 50 minutes.
Olson, Meyer and Ahlering would all directly aid in the
Kolb strike at 77 minutes to seal the victory and book a
spot in regional play, here in Rockford, in two weeks.
"We didn't play our best soccer today, but we were able
to do many things well enough to win this match and continue on," Meschbach would say afterwards.

Under-18 Girls Championship

Energy Leads KUFC Premier

U18 Girls Champions: KUFC Premier Cosmos

U18 Girls Finalists: Eclipse Select

(Names listed alphabetically) Jessie Benchley, Jessica Blair,
Brittany Bodziak, Kristen Boesen, Kayla Braffet, Emily Burgeier,
Carey Dalquist, Stephanie Horvath, Rachel Irwin, Ellen Middleton, Lizzy Niles, Lauren Ostarello, Jesica Perrone,
Michelle Peteron, Liz Phipps, Jessica Rolfs, Jenna Shemky,
Rachel Sloan, Nikki Smith, Meleah Straub, Ashley Williams,
Rachel Wright; Coach: Dwayne Cruz

(Names listed alphabetically) Jessie DaPisa, Katie Doyle,
Julie Ewing, Jamie Forbes, Rachelle Holt, Alex Howell,
Katrina Jakobsze, Lauren Levitt, Meghan Lewis, Lauren Mathy,
Susie O’Connor, Hannah Peteron, Jessica Price, Jessica Reed,
Laura Romberg, Candance Ruff, Carly Samp,
Bri Santacaterina, Sarah Sroka, Devon Thomas,
Caitlin Wagener; Coaches: Mike Nesci & Rory Dames

Michael Garafolo
Special To Illinois Youth Soccer

After a dominant year against it's State Cup opponent, KUFC
Cosmos lifted the championship trophy over its old rival Sunday
afternoon in Libertyville after a rollercoaster 2-1 victory over
Eclipse Select.
IHSA All-State striker Rachel Wright struck the game-winner at
78 minutes, and the Cosmos energy levels proved to be a decisive factor to help coach Dwayne Cruz' club defeat the Eclipse
for the fifth time this season.
"This was a terrific win for these girls today, against a team that
never seems to go away or give up," said Cruz, who brought together several players from the IHSA third-place team (Normal
West) and others from the northwest suburbs to achieve its success.
"(The) Eclipse are so tough," added Wright.
"We always enjoy playing them, and maybe today we played
with a little more heart knowing that with so many seniors on
(the) team.. this would be our last chance to win a state title together."
The Cosmos threatened to run riot over its opponent in the first
half hour of play, as its midfield attacked with aggressive action
and well-worked runs and passing.. forcing the Eclipse to defend more than it wanted to on what would become, a humid
day after an early round of rain storms which plagued previous

matches on the schedule.
Eclipse keeper Jamie Forbes kept her club in the match with
back-to-back stops in the 15th minute when she turned away
Wright at point-blank range after doing the same on a cracker by
Emily Burgmeier.
On the Burgmeier blast, Forbes received some help from teammate Rachel Holt who held her defensive spot on the end-line to
clear a sure goal on a rebound attempt in close.
Although having the better run of play during the first-half of this
match, the Cosmos were unable to solve Forbes and her overworked back-line which helped keep the likes of Jenna Shemky,
Michelle Peterson, Wright and midfielder Kayla Braffet at bay.
"We had to be fearful when we were unable to put away any of
(our) chances in that first-half, and to (know) that (Jessica) Price
can be so scary up top when she has the ball," Cruz would say
afterwards.
Cruz proved to be a profit when the always dangerous Price
began to find her pace after the break, and along with Michigan
State-bound Hannah Peterson and Indiana-bound Carly Samp,
this trio provided a threat to KUFC for most of the second half.
Burgmeier would break the goal-less match at 53 minutes with
Shamsky recording the helper... but an inspired Price rattled a

low drive off the wood-work and over the line 4 minutes to draw
the Eclipse even.
The impact of that goal lifted both sides and would increase the
energy and level of play on nearly every 50-50 ball and tackle
for the final 25+ minutes of the match.
Katie Doyle was sent through brilliantly by Devon Thomas, but
the Eclipse star went over the bar to miss in close at 70 minutes.. then moments later Thomas and Peterson combined to
free Price who was tackled off the ball near the spot.
Eight minutes later there was even greater drama, only this time
it was KUFC who would bring its fans to their feet.

Braffet, who was easily the player-of-the-match for the eventual
champions, helped created the game-winner with some terrific
individual work from the far post and well-placed cross to an unmarked Wright who would slot past a helpless Forbes.
"We talked about playing over (Forbes) at the break to try and
set-up some shots in close, and that's how we got the gamewinner," said Cruz, whose club would defeat 7-time champ
(Magic) to book its spot in this final.
"The better team won this match," admitted Eclipse coach Rory
Dames. "(And) they did (so) by playing one more match than
we did, and having to go to sudden-death PK's to get here. They
had more energy and just worked harder than we did."

Under-19 Boys Championship

King’s 3 Goal Performance
Leads Fire Jrs To Regionals
NO TEAM PHOTO
AVAILABLE

U19 Boys Champions: Chicago Fire Jrs. Red

U19 Boys Finalists: Inter FC

(Names listed alphabetically) Nichols Aaron,
Steffan Antonjjevic, Jeff Atkins, Anthony Colaizzi, Jason Drews,
Andrew Duran, Matt Eliason, Jack Hilgard, Juan Hovos,
Ben Johnson, Brendan King, Matt Klandc, Greg Klazura,
Will Lara, Charlie Manusco, Shane Merriman, Martinez
Raphael, Alex Rusell, Cody Stanley, Brock Tomlinson, Paul
Tracy, Drew VanKampen; Coach: Trey Bradyberry

(Names listed alphabetically) Mostafa Abdelrhman, Jose
Alanso, Juan Avila, Michael Carbone, Miguel Gallardo, Miguel
Garcia, Wade Gentile, Roberto Herrera, Jose Ibarra, Arturo Macias, Scott Pettenon, Elias Ramos, Mauricio Remirez, Raul
Reyna, Carlos Riojas, Juan Rivera, Don Serio, Steven Trynoha,
Sam Vanaria, Efrain Villanueva, Jake Weisbrodt; Coaches:
Christopher Koloffon and Paco Leal

Chris Jamrozy
Illinois Youth Soccer

Former US National Team Residency player, Brendan King returned to State Cup play and put together a dominate 3-goal
performance which helped the Chicago Fire Jrs. defeat Inter FC
4-0.
King tallied his first two goals because of great assists from
teammates. At the 37-minute mark a beautiful pass across the
box from Paul Tracy found King in stride for a 1-0 lead. At the
44-minute mark, Juan Hoyos worked the ball deep into the box,
then dumped it back to a streaking King for the 2-0 Fire advantage.
“Brendan brings a great combination of talents to the game,”
Fire head coach Larry Sunderland said, “His pace and quickness on the ball, composure and the ability to read opportune
times to push the attack are at a level well above his age. He really pushed the game and did a nice job of finishing off the
chances that were presented him.”
The second half saw Inter FC start to gain some offensive flow,
but any ball movement that made it past the Fire’s solid only to
be rejected by Fire keeper Brock Tomlinson.
“I can't say enough about Brock Tomlinson, .exactly what you
need in a goalkeeper,” Sunderland said. “He stepped up when
the team was not ready to play and made a couple of critical
stops that allowed the team the time to get their game together.

We were bad early on and if not for Brock, we could have been
behind.”
60 minutes in, the Fire took a 3-0 lead when Cody Stanley
headed a pass lofted up by Matt Eliason to the right of Inter FC
keeper Raul Reyna.
King added his third and final goal with a run from 20-yards out
in which he manuevered thru two Inter FC defenders and past
Reyna who had stepped outside the box in an attempt to stop
the ball.

Under-19 Girls Championship

First Half Goals Prove
Difference In Eclipse Win

NO TEAM PHOTO
AVAILABLE

U19 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select
(Names listed alphabetically) Bethany Brown, Alex Burzynski,
Michele Dalton, Tasha Dittamore, Emily Esbrook, Kali
Feiereisel, Erica Iantorno, Brittany Johnson, Janina Locascio,
Kelsey Lynch, Stephanie Martin, Alyssa Mautz, Brittany Potts,
Caitlin Rehder, Nicole Russell, Nicole Staton, Cory Steigerwald,
Christine Steinmetz, Tara Strickland, Linda Thut, Danielle Toney
Coaches: Rory Dames & Mike Nesci
GAME RECAP COMING SOON

U19 Girls Finalists: Windy City Pride 10
(Names listed alphabetically) Jenna Aleo, Carlee Boyle, Sarah
Brown, Kelsey Caldwell, Marcella Delaurentiis, Claire Denz,
Caitlin Eucker, Rebecca Ford, Cara Freeman, Jackie Hanson,
Carlie Hoekstra, Maggie Hoskin, Courtney Nestor, Sara Ornelas, Angela Righeimer, Danielle Rogers, Megan Rowland,
Ann Marie Wyer; Coaches: Ko Thanadabouth & Alina Alaimo

